
 
 

Exactly like... no other IT company

IT comes naturally



Welcome to Intuitive 
Systems & Networks, 
where IT comes naturally
Originally formed in 2008 to provide specialist networks 
and system design and implementation, today we’re 
a leading supplier of complete IT Solutions helping 
businesses choose, implement and maintain the most 
effective IT technology to support their business goals. 

Our team have outstanding industry expertise and 
knowledge, offering friendly, personal and first class 
service to develop long term partnerships. 

We look forward to providing you with the IT solutions, 
support and services your business needs.

The ISN Founders

simon rance richard TiTheradge John Broadway



We partner with businesses which range from local teams 
of 15+ to businesses employing many 1000’s of staff 
worldwide, including clients in critical sectors such as 
Healthcare and the Emergency Services. 

Our tailored solutions and services include IT consultancy, 
fully managed secure networks and firewalls, 24/7 
helpdesk & fixes, software upgrades, office moves & 
relocations, remote access UK & overseas, disaster 
recovery, bespoke systems design and audits to help  
save you time and money 

We’re independent of any technology supplier and only 
recommend industry standard, best of breed technology 
solutions and best practice services developed from over 
25 years of enterprise-level experience and success within 
many blue chip and regional organisations.

ISN: The home of IT solutions to boost your business

Call or email us for a friendly, no obligation conversation  

0203 239 2476   |   enquiries@isn.co.uk   |   www.isn.co.uk

We are delighted to be working with ISN, they manage all 
our secure networks and hardware for the 58 motorway 
service stations across the UK. They are responsive to our 
needs, handle installations quickly and are very visible on 
site. An experienced team who make fast, effective and 
independently led decisions.

–  Simon Austin: Systems Architect, MOTO
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ISN services

sysTems

Design, Implementation & Support  

reliable & robust using industry standard technology

Our skilled infrastructure architects and technical consultants will design and 
implement a reliable, resilient and robust IT system bespoke to you using 
industry standard technology and provide post-implementation support or full 
infrastructure management. 

Disaster Recovery  
Prevention is better than cure 

Our disaster recovery solutions provide peace of mind for all areas of your 
IT infrastructure with specialist know-how and resources to protect your 
technology and business income.

Virtualisation  
Technology for business growth

Server virtualisation technology is a key tool for business growth. Using our 
in depth knowledge and expertise of both proprietary and open source 
virtualisation technologies, we’ll objectively assess, design, implement and 
support the right solution for your business.

We’re committed to providing you with the very best service and 
support to help you keep your IT connected and provide full flexibility 
and choice to use some or all of our services on a full time or project 
basis. Our technical expertise is second to none. 

ISN provide us with excellent network support and are 
working on a major programme of office relocations as 
our trusted partner. Highly experienced and enthusiastic, 
they work quickly and efficiently without bureaucracy or red tape.

–  Steve Thomas: Head of Architecture, Openwork 
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Fully managed network services  

‘always available’ secure networks 

The success of local area network (LAN) and wide area network (WAN) data, 
voice and video technologies is based on high levels of technical skill, solid 
manufacturer relationships and access to exceptional parts and logistics 
infrastructure. We provide all of this AND we’re focused on delivering tailored 
‘always available’ network access which is both efficient and secure.

Security and Remote Access  

Protect your business with expert monitoring

Many businesses think it is safe to assume that if they have a firewall, their IT 
environment is secure. In reality, managing IT security requires specialist skills 
particularly with the increasing number of sophisticated attacks and threats. Our 
specialist experts monitor firewalls 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to protect our 
clients, complete updates to remove threats to security and report back to you. 

Infrastructure Design  

Full range of experience

Our expertise also covers data centre infrastructure design and connectivity, 
data centre flexing, quality of service (QoS), policy definition and 
implementation, software defined networking, including switching and  
firewall virtualisation and unified computing solutions.

Wide Area Network (WAN)  

give yourself a negotiating edge

The wide area network (WAN) is critical to most organisations and with an 
increasing trend to the centralisation of IT a highly reliable WAN is more 
important than ever. We’re experienced in advising clients on their WAN 
strategies, benchmarking WAN costs and service levels and if required, 
managing a full procurement process. 

Local Area Network (LAN) & Wi-fi 

Finding the best supplier 

Many IT infrastructure providers run services and support up to the internet 
gateway or firewall only. This suits some businesses, while others require a full 
managed service to cover all elements of the network inside their building, from 
the LAN, to the wireless through to the desktop, session initiation protocol (SIP) 
phone and access point to the user. We’re experienced in design and delivery 
of network infrastructure for businesses of all shapes, sizes and types across 
various sectors and markets. 

neTworks

Call or email us for a friendly, no obligation conversation  

0203 239 2476   |   enquiries@isn.co.uk   |   www.isn.co.uk



managemenT

Monitoring & Management 

Unique isn services 

Many IT support companies claim to have a 24/7 monitoring service, but very 
few can actually do anything if a problem is identified. Using our 24/7 network 
operations centre (NOC) and associated software we fix issues remotely outside 
of office hours and fast. In addition, when new software updates and critical 
patches become available we run a unique ‘test bed’ service for our clients to 
investigate the suitability of new software and run tests on hardware ‘behind the 
scenes’ without the risk of interrupting your working day and service.

Procurement

helping you through  

We regularly deal with leading UK equipment distributors and can source 
virtually any brand our clients require, providing consultancy to help you choose 
the right product and specification. It’s vitally important to have good advice to 
avoid expensive mistakes such as hardware which is far too weak or desperately 
over specified. We also complete order forms, troubleshoot if things go wrong, 
organise returns if equipment arrives broken or damaged, register warranties 
and submit claims. 

Estate Management  

review your bills 

 As a business thrives and grows, IT communications can become more complex 
and the supplier list longer. We offer an estate management service to help 
you manage your costs. Experience tells us the best approach is to review the 
infrastructure as whole, including the hardware, software, communications and 
licensing, together with maintenance and management -  but we’re happy to 
help whether you need a simple review of your bills or a detailed look at your IT 
and communications. 

ISN first helped us with network consultancy and we 
were soon looking for ways to use them in other areas. 
Today they manage our networks, firewalls, remote server 
access and are often called in on other projects. They price 
their work competitively, manage relationships well and 
are a great team to work with. 

–  Graham Woods: IT Project Manager, ISS UK
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Benchmarking 
are you paying too much for your iT?
Our benchmarking service can help you answer this question. As an 
independent and specialist team, we’re continually procuring wide area 
network (WAN), local area network (LAN), voice, hardware maintenance 
and even hardware and software licensing for many different types of 
organisations making us ideally placed to quickly and accurately compare 
your contract to the rest of the market. We know their strengths, their 
weaknesses and the solutions on offer. 

Best Practice & ITIL 

sector compliance the easy way
Many businesses are required to configure their IT and communications 
infrastructures to meet the compliance requirements of their sector or 
vendors. We work with you to align your compliance and business goals, 
ensuring IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) compliance is delivered where required. 

Project Management  

Flexible project management – when you need it
Our project management services are flexible and comprehensive – whether 
you need us to troubleshoot ad hoc issues, migrate multi server networks 
to a new platform or lead a programme of work. Our team have many 
years expertise interfacing at a senior level, exceptional skills and extensive 
knowledge of the marketplace, industry standards and best practices.

Planning Ahead 

effective technology in action
Advising clients on the optimum IT and communications strategy to meet 
the growing demands of their business is a key part of what we do. With a 
clear picture of your direction and priorities we’ll show you how technology 
can play a part in improving efficiencies, reducing costs and increasing profit. 
After recommendation, we make sure the management, implementation and 
delivery of any agreed projects is carried out on time and within the budget 
agreed to make sure your return on investment is optimised.

Internet Access  

The isP maze!
Choosing the right internet service provider (ISP) for your business can be a 
complicated minefield. As the internet plays a key role in any client network, 
we believe it is vital clients understand the different options available on the 
market today and we’ll manage this entire process for you. 

consUlTancy

Call or email us for a friendly, no obligation conversation  

0203 239 2476   |   enquiries@isn.co.uk   |   www.isn.co.uk



aUdiTs

Cost Management 

Free, no obligation review  

Our background and expertise mean we can offer expert and wide ranging 
procurement services providing clients with a transparent, auditable purchase 
process and real cost savings. We’re so confident we can achieve this we only 
work on a contingency basis, being paid when savings are achieved.  

Contract Management 

renegotiating contracts on your behalf – at no cost! 
In a busy, growing business, it can be time consuming and sometimes 
impossible to continually review contracts for business purchases. We’ll 
challenge whether the contract still delivers what you need and if the 
technology, service and legislation are up to date. We’ll help you achieve the 
best value for your spend and tell you where and when action is required.

Carrier & Voice Risk Management 

encouraging the right behaviour 
We manage carriers through a service delivery and management team with 
a focus on the contractual and commercial aspects, communications and 
relationships. Our experienced team will actively encourage the right attitude 
and behaviours, allowing carriers to be open with information.

Voice

Unique access to the best rates  
We offer a unique, easy access voice service for clients to review voice costs and 
get the most for their spend. Our web based billing platform allows access to the 
best rates and business options from a pool of telecommunications companies.

Voice Audit 

lower costs, simpler options  
We’re qualified to audit, advise and implement improvements to voice and 
mobile infrastructures to help reduce costs and complexity. We’ll approach 
current suppliers on your behalf, review billing and service agreements and 
complete an audit which includes contract protection. 

Service Improvement 

get the best from your technical provider  
Our team of experts will make sure the technical solution presented by a 
selected supplier meets your requirements. We’ll also make sure the service is 
continuously monitored against a predetermined service level agreement (SLA).



sUPPorT

Call or email us for a friendly, no obligation conversation  

0203 239 2476   |   enquiries@isn.co.uk   |   www.isn.co.uk

Maintenance  

onsite visits for proactive maintenance
We believe it’s vitally important client networks are proactively maintained 
and serviced. Our golden rule is ‘prevention not cure’. In addition to the 
proactive maintenance we insist on, our clients tell us how useful it is to have 
us onsite from time to time. It’s a great opportunity to ask us questions and 
hear about new technologies. 

Support Desk 

Quick response, minimum disruption
Our service desk provides expert support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 
days a year. Remote access to client sites allows us to diagnose faults remotely, 
delivering quick response times with minimum disruption and when you need 
us, we’ll send an engineer onsite without hesitation.

Fully Managed Service 

Fixed costs, no matter what happens
Increasingly, businesses are choosing our Fully Managed Service for our fast 
response times, proactive approach and dedication to excellent service. We 
can become your entire IT department, or add support to your existing IT 
team and increase service levels to your staff. A unique feature of partnering 
with us is access to our network operations centre (NOC) based in Wiltshire.  

Monitoring 

onsite support 24/7, with no staff costs
The NOC team proactively monitor, maintain and support workstations, 
servers, storage, networking and other core technology systems round-the-
clock. Our monitoring solutions, typically based around Orion/Solarwinds 
products and our NOC team, provide peace of mind by letting you know 
when your critical applications and infrastructure are experiencing problems. 
Using our monitoring services gives you the benefits of an on-site 24/7 NOC 
without the cost of 24/7 staff or expensive monitoring tools.

Ad-Hoc Service & Support 

Flexible iT consultancy and support
We provide expert IT consultancy and support on an ad-hoc basis to 
complement current IT skills or cover holiday, sickness or specialist areas of 
expertise. Our flexible options mean clients can choose the Fully Managed 
Service or a hybrid solution where some elements are fully outsourced, some 
are maintained or a combination of approaches.



Where IT stays connected
We understand the importance of IT that stays connected 24/7 every 
day of the year. With our experience of the impact of downtime or 
poor performance of critical systems in mind, we developed a 
systems infrastructure management Portfolio to make sure best 
practice, process and procedures are not just in place, but also in use.

How does the systems infrastructure management Portfolio work?
We’ve identified six key areas which support successful and robust IT connectivity:

system design 
Our skilled infrastructure architects will 
design a reliable and robust IT system 
backed by proven technology. 

installation 
Our skilled technical consultants will 
implement your systems design or 
install any IT supported component or 
hardware into your infrastructure with 
post-implementation support or full 
infrastructure management.

audits 
Our skilled technical consultants are 
qualified to audit, advise and implement 
network and infrastructure improvements 
to reduce costs and remove complexity.

support 
The ISN service desk provides expert 
support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,  
365 days a year. Remote access to client 
sites means we can diagnosis faults and fix 
them online or we’ll send an engineer to 
site... without hesitation!

Upgrades 
Our skilled technical consultants are fully 
equipped to advise on and implement 
upgrades on any supported component or 
hardware into your infrastructure.

operations management 
Outsourcing your IT services to our expert, 
friendly teams means we manage the 
operational issues while you focus on 
growing your business.

ISN are our network and helpdesk partner and we really 
appreciate how proactive they are. As a smaller team, it’s 
important we have some understanding of our IT to handle 
first line issues ourselves. ISN have been so helpful guiding us, 
their team willingly visits the office.

–  Melanie Bailey, CTCS Group
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Our flexible options for services and support are backed 
by outstanding technical expertise, fast response times, a 
proactive approach and dedication to excellent service.   
Our tailored solutions and services include:

• Expert Consultancy

• Fully Managed Secure Networks

• Firewalls

• 24/7 Helpdesk

• 24/7 Fixes

• Software Upgrades

• Office Moves & Relocations

• Remote Access UK & Overseas

• Disaster Recovery

• Bespoke Systems Design

... and Audits to help save you  
time and money

Please visit our website for more detailed information or give  

us a call for a friendly, no obligation conversation. We look  

forward to hearing from you.

  

0203 239 2476   |   enquiries@isn.co.uk   |   www.isn.co.uk

IT support 
Right when you need it

ISN: The home of IT solutions to boost your business



IT comes naturally

0203 239 2476
enquiries@isn.co.uk

www.isn.co.uk


